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Abstract: This paper presents a clustering-based strategy to identify typical daily electricity
usage (TDEU) profiles of multiple buildings. Different from the majority of existing
clustering strategies, the proposed strategy consists of two levels of clustering, i.e. intrabuilding clustering and inter-building clustering. The intra-building clustering used a
Gaussian mixture model-based clustering to identify the TDEU profiles of each individual
building. The inter-building clustering used an agglomerative hierarchical clustering to
identify the TDEU profiles of multiple buildings based on the TDEU profiles identified for
each individual building through intra-building clustering. The performance of this strategy
was evaluated using two-year hourly electricity consumption data collected from 40
university buildings. The results showed that this strategy can discover useful information
related to building electricity usage, including typical patterns of daily electricity usage (DEU)
and periodical variation of DEU. It was also shown that this proposed strategy can identify
additional electricity usage patterns with a less computational cost, in comparison to two
single-step clustering strategies including a Partitioning Around Medoids-based clustering
strategy and a hierarchical clustering strategy. The results obtained from this study could be
potentially used to assist in improving energy performance of university buildings and other
types of buildings.
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Nomenclature
C-index
,

dissimilarity between the observations and
number of clusters
number of mixture components
distance matrix
number of observations in the whole dataset
number of observations in the

th

cluster

number of all intra-cluster observation pairs in the whole dataset
sum of the

largest pairwise distances between observations in the

whole dataset
sum of the

smallest pairwise distances between observations in

the whole dataset
sum of the pairwise distances between all intra-cluster observation
pairs in the whole dataset
Greek letters
mean of a mixture component
weight of a mixture component
standard deviation of a mixture component
probability density function of a mixture component
probability density function of a Gaussian mixture model
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Subscripts
the

th

cluster

the

th

mixture component

1. Introduction
Buildings consume about 40% of global primary energy and produce more than 30% of
CO2 emissions [1]. To improve building energy efficiency and sustainability, various
technologies and solutions such as desiccant cooling [2], renewable energy integration [3],
phase change materials [4], optimal control and advanced design [5] have been investigated.
Identification of building typical energy usage profiles has also been considered as a
promising way to assist in understanding building energy consumption characteristics and
helping the development of effective strategies to improve building energy efficiency [6].
Building energy usage profile is a time series data on energy usage of the whole building over
a given period [7]. Cluster analysis, as a powerful tool which can effectively group similar
objects while ensuring distinction from other grouped objects [8], has been used to identify
building typical load and energy usage profiles. Miller et al. [9], for instance, proposed a
method called DayFilter to detect the underlying information and identify potential areas for
energy savings from building performance data and sub-system metrics. In this strategy, the
building daily load profiles were first transformed into character strings using Symbolic
Aggregate approXimation (SAX) and the typical daily load profiles were then identified using
a k-means clustering method. A cluster analysis strategy to identify typical building daily load
profiles using a variation-focused similarity of the load profiles was presented in [6]. The
performance test of this strategy based on the hourly heating energy usage data of 19
university buildings showed that the identified typical heating energy usage profiles can
provide information such as the peaks and troughs of the daily heating demand, daily high
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heating demand period and daily load variations, which were less likely to be revealed by the
strategies only focused on the magnitude of load profiles. A shape definition language-based
symbolic transformation technique was used to enhance the clustering result in terms of
identifying the variations in the building energy usage [10]. Capozzoli et al. [11] proposed a
general framework for identification and analysis of typical energy usage profiles, in which a
hierarchical clustering with Ward’s linkage method was first implemented to group the energy
usage profiles. Two clustering validation indices were then used to identify the optimal
number of partitions. Pan et al. [12] analysed the influence of the occupancy behaviour on the
electricity load patterns of residential buildings using a k-means clustering algorithm. It was
shown that the poor or elderly families tended to have a significant load shifting towards
weekends while the rich and young families tended to have a fluctuating daily electricity
usage curve. A clustering strategy based on a k-shape algorithm was proposed in [13] to
identify building typical energy usage profiles. The hourly and weekly energy usage data
from ten buildings were used to validate this strategy. It was shown that this strategy was
effective in detecting building energy usage patterns and improving the forecasting accuracy
of the Support Vector Regression (SVR) model. Multiple clustering algorithms such as kmeans, fuzzy c-means, Self-Organizing Map (SOM), Partitioning around medoids (PAM) and
hierarchical clustering have been employed to identify typical energy usage profiles of
buildings. To evaluate the performance of different clustering algorithms, Panapakidis et al.
[14] employed eight clustering algorithms to identify typical daily electricity usage data of 27
buildings in a university campus. A combination of SOM and k-means++ showed a better
performance over the other clustering algorithms in terms of the clustering error. McLoughlin
et al. [15] proposed a clustering-based strategy for creating representative electricity load
profiles of residential buildings in Ireland. The k-means, k-medoids and SOM were used as
the clustering techniques to characterize the diurnal, intra-daily and seasonal variations of
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domestic electricity demand. Tardioli et al. [16] proposed a clustering-based approach to
identifying representative buildings and building groups in urban-scale datasets which
contained the information about building geometries, functions and heating & domestic hot
water consumption. A total of 67 clusters were identified from 13,614 buildings in a city
using k-means, hierarchical clustering and PAM algorithms. It is worthwhile to note that nine
validation indices were employed in this study to determine the optimal clustering result. The
performance evaluation of the clustering algorithms in the aforementioned studies was mainly
focused on the improvement of clustering results while the computational cost of these
strategies was rarely considered.
The conventional methods become less competent for identification of typical energy
usage profiles from large datasets [17, 18]. Many alternative methods have been used to deal
with this problem. For instance, in a number of studies, large datasets were divided into small
groups based on seasons or days of the week before performing cluster analysis. In Rhodes’
study [19], a k-means clustering method was used to find seasonal groups of the residential
electricity usage from 103 residential buildings. The daily electricity usage (DEU) profiles of
each building were first categorized into four groups according to the seasons. The means of
each group were then calculated as the inputs for cluster analysis. do Carmo and Christensen
[20] used a k-means clustering method to identify typical space heating profiles of singlefamily detached homes. One-year hourly data from 139 buildings were first categorized into
groups based on weekdays and weekends as well as the intensity of building heating demand
before segmentation and clustering. The results were further analyzed to investigate the
correlation between household characteristics and space heating profiles using binary
regression analysis. In some studies, the energy usage profiles in certain periods were
aggregated before clustering. For instance, Fernandes [21] proposed a method to identify the
typical natural gas consumption profiles of residential buildings. The daily gas consumption
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profiles from 1,430 households over 243 days were clustered using fuzzy c-means algorithm.
In addition, sampling techniques such as random sampling and stratified sampling have also
been considered as useful dimensionality reduction techniques to reduce the computational
cost [22]. The above methods can save the computational cost of cluster analysis [8, 23].
However, they also considerably reduced the resolution of the input data and some
meaningful information such as the variation of daily energy usage profiles based on the days
of a week, seasons or holiday timetables may also be discarded.
This paper presents a new clustering-based strategy to identify typical daily electricity
usage (TDEU) profiles of multiple university buildings. Different from the majority of
existing studies using a single-step clustering, the TDEU profiles in the proposed strategy
were identified using a two-step clustering process (i.e. intra-building clustering and interbuilding clustering) and the computational cost was a key focus during the development of
this strategy. It is noted that a two-stage clustering structure was used in an early study [24]
to classify electricity customers that share similar electricity usage patterns while the
computational cost was not a focus. In the intra-building clustering, a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) based method was selected and used to identify the TDEU profiles of each individual
building. In the inter-building clustering, an agglomerative hierarchical clustering was used to
further identify the TDEU profiles of multiple buildings based on the TDEU profiles
identified for each individual building. The performance of the proposed strategy was
evaluated using two-year hourly building electricity usage data collected from 40 university
buildings. A comparison of this proposed strategy with two other single-step clustering
strategies was also performed.
2. Strategy development
2.1 Outline of the proposed strategy
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The outline of the proposed clustering-based strategy to identify the TDEU profiles of
multiple university buildings is presented in Fig. 1. The strategy consists of four steps,
including data collection, intra-building clustering, inter-building clustering and the
visualization and interpretation of the results.
The first step is to collect building electricity usage data. The intra-building clustering is
then used in the second step to identify the TDEU profiles of each individual building and
remove the outliers. In this step, the time series building electricity usage data were first
converted into the hourly electricity usage per unit floor area and segmented into DEU
profiles. After removal of the DEU profiles with missing data, a Multi-Dimensional Scaling
(MDS) method was used to reduce the dimensionality of DEU profiles to enhance the
computational efficiency of cluster analysis (details are provided in Section 2.2). A Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) based cluster analysis was further used to cluster the DEU profiles so
that the profiles in the same group are similar with each other but are different from those in
other groups. In this process, the outliers were also identified and removed. The median of all
DEU profiles in a cluster was then considered as the TDEU profile of that cluster. GMM was
selected as the clustering method based on the comparison with other clustering algorithms as
presented in Appendix and also because the building DEU profiles projected in a scatterplot
can be seen as a linear superposition of several elongated ellipses with outliers and GMM can
perform well under this scenario [8]. The details of GMM and GMM-based cluster analysis
are introduced in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
All the TDEU profiles identified for each individual building through intra-building
clustering were then used as the input of the inter-building clustering. The inter-building
clustering was then used to identify TDEU profiles for all buildings of concern based on the
TDEU profiles identified for each individual building. In the inter-building clustering, the
TDEU profiles identified for each individual building through intra-building clustering were
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normalized so that each profile had a mean value of 0 and variance of 1 [25]. The Euclidean
distance between each pair of the normalized profiles was then calculated to determine the
dissimilarity measure. An agglomerative hierarchical clustering technique was used to group
the intra-building level TDEU profiles into clusters. The advantages of the hierarchical
clustering are that the number of clusters can be determined during the clustering process and
the overall process can be represented by a tree structure graph called dendrogram, which can
help to visualize the cluster structure and assist in determining the optimal number of clusters
[6].The TDEU profiles for multiple buildings were then determined by calculating the median
value of all the DEU profiles in each cluster. The results from the cluster analysis were then
visualized and interpreted to provide an overall understanding of the building energy
performance and electricity usage behaviours.
2.2 Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS)
The increase in dimensionality of the input data can considerably increase the
computational cost of the GMM training [26]. In this study, an MDS technique was employed
to reduce the dimensionality of the input data before performing cluster analysis in order to
reduce the computational cost. MDS is a dimensionality reduction technique that retains the
major information in the raw data [27]. Compared to other well-known dimensionality
reduction techniques such as piecewise aggregate approximation (PAA) and piecewise linear
approximation (PLA) [28], MDS retains more useful information about the pairwise distance
among the data points which is important for the implementation of the following cluster
analysis [29]. This method has been widely used for data pre-processing and visualization of
cluster analysis . To apply MDS to a p-dimensional raw dataset, each observation in the raw
data was considered as a point in the p-dimensional space. The distance matrix M, containing
all pairwise distances among the points, was then calculated. All points in the original pdimensional space were projected into a q-dimensional space (q<p) so that the distance matrix
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of the points in the q-dimensional space M’, is similar to M as much as possible. The
dimensionally reduced data can be reached by considering each point in the q-dimensional
space as an observation in the q-dimensional dataset. The dissimilarity between M and M’ is
measured using stress as defined in Eq. (1) [27].
∑

,

∑

where

,

,

,

1
,

,

and ′ , denote the distances between the ith and jth points in M and M’,

respectively.
The detailed procedure of MDS can be found in [31]. In this study, MDS was used to
transform the 24-dimensional DEU profiles of each building into two-dimensional data for
GMM-based clustering. Each DEU profile consists of 24 data points corresponding to 24
hours of a day, namely 24 dimensions. How to transform the data from 24 dimensions to two
dimensions will be demonstrated in Section 3.2. Euclidean distance was employed as the
distance measure to calculate the pairwise distances.
2.3 Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
A GMM is a probabilistic model to represent a dataset with a weighted combination of
several normal distributions called mixture components [32]. A GMM

with K mixture

components can be described as Eq. (2) [32].
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where

is the Gaussian probability density function, and

,

and

are the weight,

mean and standard deviation of the kth mixture component, respectively.
Given a dataset and K value, a GMM fitting is to estimate the values of the parameters
,

and

to ensure that the GMM has the maximum likelihood. The Expectation-

Maximisation (EM) algorithm is commonly used to fit GMM and this algorithm makes an
initial guess for the parameters and then iteratively improves the estimates [8]. The
implementation of EM consists of three steps, including initialisation, expectation step and
maximisation step [33]. An initial set of the model parameters was first randomly selected. An
iteration of expectation step and maximization step was then conducted to improve the
estimation of the model parameters. In the expectation step, each observation was assigned to
one of the mixture components which assigns the highest probability to this observation.
Given the observations assigned in each mixture component in the expectation step, the
parameter of each mixture component was updated in the maximisation step based on the
location of the observations assigned to this mixture component. The iteration of expectation
step and maximization step will terminate when the updated parameters of all mixture
components do not change further. In this study, a modified EM algorithm proposed by
Banfield and Raftery [34] was employed to fit the GMMs. This algorithm can identify and
remove the observations that have a low probability in any mixture component, which were
considered as the outliers in order to improve the robustness of the clustering results.
2.4 Gaussian mixture model-based clustering
GMM-based clustering, as shown in Fig. 2a), uses the feature of GMM to group multiple
observations in a dataset into different clusters [34]. To conduct GMM-based clustering, a
GMM with K mixture components was first fitted with the two-dimensional input data
transformed via MDS, in which each observation denotes an original DEU profile. Once the
GMM has been fitted, the observations belonging to the same mixture component were
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considered as in the same cluster. The median of the corresponding original DEU profiles in
the same cluster was then considered as the TDEU profile of this cluster.
A key task involved in the GMM-based clustering is to determine the optimal number of
the mixture components, K. Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [35], as one of the most
widely used tools for statistical model selection, was used for this purpose. Assuming that the
input data was originally generated according to an unknown GMM (i.e.
fitted using the generated input data (i.e.
difference between

and

) and the GMM

), BIC is then used to measure the

[36, 37]. Hence, the GMM with an optimal K value

has the lowest BIC. For each building, the K value which can minimise BIC was used as the
optimal K number for GMM fitting. In general, identifying optimal K in a big range is
computationally intensive [6].

The previous studies showed that the number of TDEU

profiles for single buildings generally varied from 2 to 8 [9, 10, 13, 19, 38, 39]. The optimal K
value in the intra-building clustering used in this study was determined based on a range of 214.
2.5 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering
The inter-building clustering was achieved by using an agglomerative hierarchical
clustering. The agglomerative hierarchical clustering is a bottom-up clustering strategy, which
starts with treating each observation as a separate cluster and then merges the atomic clusters
into larger clusters until all objects are in a single cluster [8]. Dissimilarity measure and
linkage criteria are the two important components of a hierarchical clustering algorithm. In
this study, Euclidean Distance was used as the dissimilarity measure and Ward's method was
used as the linkage criterion. Compare with other commonly used linkage criteria such as
single linkage, complete linkage and group average linkage, Ward’s method showed a better
performance in terms of clustering accuracy [40] and computational cost [41]. In Ward’s
method, two clusters should be merged if the merge can minimize the increase in the sum of
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squared error [42]. In this study, C-Index was used to validate the result of the hierarchical
clustering and determine the optimal number of clusters. C-Index is a measure of how similar
each member is to its own cluster compared to other clusters [43]. A lower C-Index means a
better clustering result. The optimal number of clusters G was determined based on the lowest
C-Index within a defined range of the number of clusters. C-Index C is defined as in Eq. (3)
[43].

,
,

3

1
2
where NW is the number of the intra-cluster observation pairs in the whole dataset,

is the

sum of the NW smallest distances between all the pairs of the observations in the whole dataset,
and Smax is the sum of the NW largest distances between all the pairs of the observations in the
whole dataset. Fig. 2b) illustrates the procedure of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering
algorithm used in this study.
3. Performance test and evaluation of the proposed strategy
In this study, the proposed strategy was implemented in R [44] while the GMM-based
clustering and agglomerative hierarchical clustering were implemented using R package
mclust [45] and cluster [46], respectively. The majority of the figures presented was generated
using R package ggplot2 [47].
3.1 Description of the case study buildings
The performance of the proposed strategy was tested using the hourly electricity usage
data collected from 40 buildings at the University of Wollongong (Fig. 3) from 2014 to 2015.
The functions of these 40 buildings varied from offices, education rooms and laboratories to
12

sports centres, student accommodations and common areas, as summarised in Table 1. Fig. 4
shows the average hourly building electricity usage against the building floor area. It can be
seen that the mean hourly electricity usage among these 40 buildings varied considerably
from less than 0.001 kWh/m2 (Building #39) to more than 0.045 kWh/m2 (Building #32).
Even for the buildings with similar functions, a large difference was also observed. For
instance, Building #14 and Building #20 are mainly used for offices with the similar floor
area. However, the mean hourly electricity usage of Building #20 was almost 5 times higher
than that of Building #14.
3.2 Results of the intra-building clustering
The time series electricity usage data of each building were first transformed into the
electricity usage per square meter and then segmented into the DEU profiles. An illustration
of the data segmentation is shown in Fig. 5. The hourly electricity usage data of a whole week
(Fig. 5a) were segmented into 7 DEU profiles as shown in Fig. 5b). Each DEU profile
consists of 24 data points (i.e. 24 dimensions) corresponding to 24 hours of a day. The bold
curves in Fig. 5a) and Fig. 5b) represented the same set of the data points. In this process, the
DEU profiles with missing data were removed in the following analysis. After the completion
of the data pre-processing, an average of 695 DEU profiles remained for each building.
The DEU profiles of each building were then projected into a two-dimensional coordinate
system using the MDS technique. A GMM for each building was then fitted in the twodimensional coordinate system to identify the TDEU profiles and outliers. The number of
clusters (i.e. the number of TDEU profiles) identified for each building through intra-building
clustering is summarised in Table 1. It is noted that the dimensionally reduced data were only
used for visualization and clustering processing, and the output of intra-building clustering
was still in 24-dimensions. It can be seen that there were twelve buildings that had three
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TDEU profiles. The buildings with two to three TDEU profiles accounted for 50% of all 40
buildings investigated. Most of the buildings had no more than six TDEU profiles.
Fig. 6 illustrates the results from the GMM-based clustering for three selected buildings (i.e.
Building #16, Building #33 and Building #24), where the clusters and outliers were identified.
The black circles indicated the location and covariance of the clusters, while the red symbols
represented the observations which were far away from any mixture components (i.e. clusters)
and from each other, and subsequently identified as outliers.
It can be seen that the majority of the clusters (i.e. black circles) identified were in
elongated ellipses. This means that the commonly used k-means clustering algorithms may
not work well for this case as it has difficulty in identifying clusters with non-spherical shapes
or with widely different sizes or densities [8]. The identified TDEU profiles for these three
selected buildings are presented as follows.
3.2.1 TDEU profiles of Building #16
Fig. 7a) illustrates the inter-building clustering result of Building #16, which is an office
building. The grey curves in the figure represented the TDEU profiles identified while the
colored curves were all corresponding DEU profiles in that cluster. It can be seen that there
were two TDEU profiles with 220 and 467 DEU profiles respectively that were identified for
this building and 28 DEU profile were considered as outliers. It can also be seen that there
was a clear high electricity consumption period (8:00 to 16:00) during the working hours and
a low electricity consumption period during the rest of the day in TDEU profile 2, while such
information cannot be observed in Cluster 1. For the DEU profiles identified as the outliers,
the electricity usage profiles varied significantly during the daytime, which were clearly
different from the DEU profiles in the two clusters.
Fig. 7b) shows the distribution of the TDEU profiles in a calendar review, in which the
white blocks represented the days with the missing data that were removed during the data
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pre-processing. It is shown that TDEU profile 2 represented the DEU profiles of the
weekdays while TDEU profile 1 mainly appeared on weekends and some public holidays
such as Australia Day, Easter and Labour Day.
3.2.2 TDEU profiles of Building #33
Fig. 8 presents the clustering result of Building #33, which is a student accommodation.
There were three TDEU profiles identified for this building and 14 DEU profiles were
considered as the outliers. TDEU profiles 1 and 3 shared a similar shape with two peak
demands occurring at around 10:00 and 21:00, respectively. However, the electricity usage of
TDEU profile 1 was considerably higher than that of TDEU profile 3. This mainly occurred in
winter, refer to Fig. 8b, and was probably due to the increased hot water requirement and
space heating requirement. TDEU profile 2 represented the electricity usage behaviour during
the summer holidays (late November to late February). The electricity consumption during
this period was relatively small and stable as there were only a limited number of students
occupying the building. The calendar view showed that the distribution of the DEU profiles
was mainly influenced by the summer holidays and seasonal variations. It is interesting to
note that the first two weeks in January 2014 were mainly dominated with the TDEU profiles
1 and 3 with high energy consumption while those in 2015 were mainly dominated with the
TDEU profile 2, which may be worthwhile to further investigate.
3.2.3 TDEU profiles of Building #24
Building #24 is a multi-functional building mainly used for offices and educational rooms.
The clustering results are presented in Fig. 9. It can be seen that there were four TDEU
profiles identified for this building. TDEU profile 2 represented the summer weekdays and
the electricity usage significantly increased and decreased at 6:00 and 17:00, respectively.
TDEU profile 4 represented the electricity usage behaviour in winter weekdays. TDEU
profiles 1 and 3 showed different trends and represented the DEU profiles in the summer
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weekends and winter weekends, respectively. From Fig. 9b), it can be seen that the
distribution of the DEU profiles of this building was mainly influenced by the seasonal
variations and days of the week.
3.2.4 Variation of the intra-building TDEU profiles
According to the distribution of the TDEU profiles of each building, the buildings were
classified into four groups. In Group 1, the buildings had only one TDEU profile during the
weekdays. In Group 2, there were more than one TDEU profile during the weekdays which
mainly presented the DEU profiles during the winter and summer periods. In Group 3, there
was more than one TDEU profile but they represented the electricity usage during holidays,
session breaks and session time. In the last group, there was not a clear pattern for the
distribution of the TDEU profiles. The percentage of the number of the buildings in each
group to the total number of the buildings with the same function is presented in Fig. 10. For
instance, two sports centres were considered in this study. One of them was classified into
Group 2 and the other was in the Group 4. Their proportions were therefore 50% each. The
buildings with office functions tended to have a high diversity in terms of the distribution of
the TDEU profiles. It was interesting to note that all laboratory buildings had no obvious
pattern in terms of the distribution of the TDEU profiles, which reflected the complexity and
large variation in electricity usage in such buildings.
3.3 Results of the inter-building clustering
Through the intra-building clustering analysis, a total of 165 24-dimensional TDEU
profiles were identified for all 40 buildings (Table 1). These profiles were then clustered with
the agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm. Since several previous studies reported
that the number of the TDEU profiles identified for multiple buildings was varied from 5 to
12 [6, 9, 15, 20, 48], the search range of the cluster number used in this study was from 3 to
15. Fig. 11a) shows the variations of the value of C-Index with the increase of the cluster
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number. It can be observed that C-Index reached the minimum value when the cluster number
was nine, which was therefore chosen as the optimal number of the clusters in the interbuilding clustering. Fig. 11b) illustrates how hierarchical clustering formed a tree structure
with the TDEU profiles. A total of nine clusters were identified for 40 buildings based on the
TDEU profiles identified for each individual building.
Fig. 12 shows the 24-dimensional TDEU profiles identified for all 40 buildings through
inter-building clustering. The TDEU profiles presented in Fig. 12a) were determined based on
the average of the TDEU profiles identified through intra-building clustering for individual
buildings belonging to that cluster (i.e. the TDEU profile identified through inter-building
clustering), while that presented in Fig. 12b) was determined based on the average of the
original DEU profiles corresponding to the TDEU profiles identified for individual buildings
belonging to that cluster. The key difference between the two approaches was the use of the
TDEU profiles identified through intra-building clustering or the use of original DEU profiles
to determine the TDEU profiles for all buildings of concern.
It can be seen that both provided very similar results but the former one can slightly save
the computational cost. In TDEU profile 3, the boundary between the working hours and nonworking hours was clear and the large electricity demand occurred between 8:00 and 17:00.
TDEU profile 7 also had a clear boundary between the working hours and non-working hours
but with a longer large electricity demand period (i.e. from 6:00 to 21:00) than that of TDEU
profile 3. In TDEU profiles 1 and 4, the peak demand occurred at around 12:00 but the
boundary between the working hour and non-working hours was unclear at late afternoon and
morning, respectively. TDEU profiles 2 and 9 were mostly identified in the student
accommodations. In TDEU profiles 5 and 6, the electricity consumption during non-working
hours was considerably higher than that during the working hours. TDEU profile 8 did not
show a clear boundary between the working hours and non-working hours.
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The original DEU profiles of each individual building belonging to each inter-building
level clusters (i.e. TDEU profiles) were then used to determine the distribution of the interbuilding level clusters in each building and the results are presented in Fig. 13.
It can be seen that TDEU profile 1 was dominated in the buildings used as laboratories or
office/laboratories. TDEU profile 7 mainly occurred in the sports centres and two buildings
with a common area and one office building. It is interesting to note that, around 50% of the
time, Building #9 was operated with the TDEU profile 5, which rarely occurred in other
buildings with similar functions, and is worthwhile to further investigate.
4. Comparison between the proposed strategy with two single-step clustering strategies
In this section, the performance of the proposed strategy was compared with two singlestep clustering strategies, in which only inter-building clustering was employed. One was a
Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) clustering-based strategy used in [6] and the other was a
hierarchical clustering-based strategy used in [39].
In both single-step clustering strategies, the Generalized Extreme Studentised Deviate
(GESD) test method was used to identify and remove the outliers from the raw dataset. The
DEU profiles were standardized to zero mean and one standard deviation for clustering. Data
segmentation was then used to transform the data into 24-hour segments in order to form
DEU profiles and the segments with a small difference between the daily maximum and
minimum energy usage were discarded (i.e. 5.0% out of the total). The only difference
between the two single-step strategies is the method used for clustering.

In the PAM

clustering method, a Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC)-based distance [6] was used to
determine the dissimilarity matrix, and the PAM clustering algorithm was used to cluster the
DEU profiles. In the hierarchical clustering strategy, the Euclidean distance was used to
determine the dissimilarity and the hierarchical clustering strategy was used to cluster the
DEU profiles. Table 2 summarizes the difference between the two single-step clustering
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strategies and the proposed strategy as well as their computational cost, which were obtained
based on the same computer.
Fig. 14 presents the clustering results and the identified TDEU profiles using the PAMbased strategy. It can be seen that most of the TDEU profiles identified were similar to that
identified by the proposed strategy (Fig. 12). However, there was a relatively large variation
in the TDEU profiles identified by the proposed strategy and those identified by the PAMbased clustering were relatively flat. The computational cost of the PAM-based strategy to
cluster the DEU profiles was more than 30 times of that used by the proposed strategy.
Fig. 15 presents the clustering results and the identified TDEU profiles by using the
hierarchical clustering-based strategy. In comparison to the results obtained from the
proposed strategy, a lot of interesting information such as unique DEU profiles of the student
accommodation and sports centres (i.e. TDEU profiles 9 and 7 in Fig. 12 respectively) cannot
be reflected in the TDEU profiles identified by the hierarchical clustering-based strategy. The
computational cost of the hierarchical clustering-based strategy was around 16.5 times higher
than the proposed strategy. The above comparison demonstrated the effectiveness of the
proposed strategy in terms of the computational cost required and discovering the meaningful
information from the large dataset.
5. Conclusion
This paper presented a fast clustering-based strategy to identify TDEU profiles of
multiple university buildings. In this strategy, the TDEU profiles of each building were first
identified using Gaussian mixture model-based clustering. The identified TDEU profiles for
all individual buildings were then further clustered using a hierarchical clustering with
Euclidean distance as the dissimilarity measure.
The performance of this strategy was evaluated using two-year hourly electricity usage
data collected from 40 buildings in a university campus in Australia. The results showed that
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this strategy can discover useful information related to the electricity usage behaviours of
multiple buildings. In comparison to a Partitioning Around Medoids-based clustering strategy
and a hierarchical clustering strategy, the computational cost of the proposed strategy
decreased by 97% and 94%, respectively. Abnormal electricity consumption patterns were
also discovered and analysed.
The building electricity usage patterns identified by the proposed strategy can be used to
group buildings that share similar electricity usage behaviours and further to assist in the
decision making for building energy efficient retrofits and performance enhancement. The
information discovered can also be useful for developing advanced building energy
management and fault detection & diagnosis strategies. The proposed strategy can be
potentially adapted and used for energy planning of campus buildings.

Appendix
In this study, the GMM-based clustering algorithm for intra-building clustering was
selected based on the comparison with seven other clustering algorithms. These included a kmeans algorithm, a PAM algorithm, a SOM clustering algorithm and four agglomerative
hierarchical clustering (AHC) algorithms using complete linkage, single linkage, average
linkage and Ward’s method criterion, respectively. Silhouette index, Dunn index and DaviesBouldin index (DB index) were employed to evaluate the clustering results. The details about
Silhouette index, Dunn index and Davies-Bouldin index (DB index) can be found in [6, 16,
21]. A higher value of Silhouette index and Dunn index indicates a better clustering result
while a lower value of DB index means a better clustering result.
Building #16, presented in Section 3.1, was chosen for this comparison. Before clustering,
the GESD test method was used to identify and remove the outliers from the raw dataset and
the time series building electricity usage data were converted into the hourly electricity usage
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per unit floor area and segmented into DEU profiles. The DEU profiles with missing data
were also removed before clustering. The optimal cluster number for each algorithm was
determined based on a range of 2-14. Fig. A.1 presents the clustering results of using different
clustering algorithms based on their corresponding optimal cluster numbers. It can be seen
that the GMM-based clustering outperformed the other clustering algorithms in terms of the
three indices selected. It was therefore used for intra-building clustering in this study.

Table A.1 Comparison of the clustering results by using different clustering algorithms.

Clustering algorithms
GMM
k-means
PAM
SOM
AHC with complete
linkage
AHC with single linkage
AHC with average linkage
AHC with Ward’s method

Silhouette index
Optimal
Maximum
cluster
value
number
2
0.719
2
0.696
2
0.696
2
0.693

Dunn index
Optimal
Maximum
cluster
value
number
2
0.441
2
0.125
2
0.125
2
0.135

DB index
Optimal
Minimum
cluster
value
number
2
0.391
2
0.488
2
0.488
2
0.497

2

0.689

14

0.188

2

0.509

2
2
2

0.401
0.696
0.696

2
9
2

0.333
0.279
0.183

8
8
2

0.569
0.462
0.472
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Table 1 Building information and number of clusters identified through intra-building
clustering.
Number of
Number of
Main
clusters
Building No.
clusters
functions
identified
identified
#1
O/L
2
#21
O/E
2
#2
O/L
3
#22
O/E
8
#3
O/L
3
#23
O/E
3
#4
O/L
3
#24
O/E
4
#5
O/L
2
#25
O/E
4
#6
O/L
3
#26
O/E
2
#7
O/L
3
#27
E
6
#8
O/L
3
#28
E
8
#9
O/L
5
#29
E
6
#10
O/L
2
#30
L
3
#11
O/L
4
#31
L
6
#12
O/L
3
#32
L
2
#13
O/L
5
#33
A
3
#14
O
3
#34
A
4
#15
O
4
#35
C
6
#16
O
2
#36
C
4
#17
O
3
#37
L/C
12
#18
O
6
#38
L/C
2
#19
O
6
#39
S
5
#20
O
5
#40
S
5
Total number of TDEU profiles identified via intra-building clustering
165
O: office; E: educational room; L: laboratory; C: common area; S: sports centre; A: student
accommodation.
Building No.

Main
functions

Table 2 Differences and computational costs of three strategies.
Dissimilarity
measure

Range of
number of
clusters

Clusteri
ng
index

Number of
clusters
identified

Computational
cost (s)

Proposed
strategy

GMM-based
clustering
(Intra-building)
&
agglomerative
hierarchical
clustering
(Inter-building)

Euclidean
distance

2~14
(Intrabuilding)
&
3~15
(Interbuilding)

C-index

9

82.87

PAM-based
clustering

PAM

PCC-based
distance

3~15

Dunn
index

9

2775.59

Hierarchical
clustering

Agglomerative
hierarchical
clustering

Euclidean
distance

3~15

Dunn
index

4

1367.17

Strategy

Clustering
algorithm
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Figure captions
Fig. 1. Outline of the proposed strategy.
Fig. 2. Flowcharts of the two clustering algorithms used in this study.
Fig. 3. Illustration of the university buildings concerned in this study.
Fig. 4. Mean hourly electricity usage versus the floor area of 40 buildings.
Fig. 5. An illustration of the data segmentation.
Fig. 6. A demonstration of the results from the GMM-based clustering.
Fig. 7. Visualisation of the intra-building clustering result of Building #16.
Fig. 8. Visualisation of the intra-building clustering result of Building #33.
Fig. 9. Visualisation of the intra-building clustering result of Building #24.
Fig. 10. Distribution of the buildings with different functions into the defined four groups.
Fig. 11. The result of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering.
Fig. 12. TDEU profiles identified through hierarchical clustering for all 40 buildings.
Fig. 13. The distribution of TDEU profiles of 40 buildings.
Fig. 14. Clustering result of the PAM-based strategy.
Fig. 15. Clustering result of the hierarchical clustering-based strategy.
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Fig
g. 1. Outlinee of the prop
posed strateegy.
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a) GMM
M-based cluustering algo
orithm, wheere K denotees the numb
ber of mixtuure components in a
GMM

b) Aggglomerativee hierarchicaal clusteringg algorithm,, where G denotes
d
the nnumber of clusters
c
identified
Fig. 2. Flowchartss of the twoo clustering algorithms used in thiss study.
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Fig. 3.. Illustration
n of the univversity build
dings conceerned in thiss study.

Fig. 4. Mean
M
hourly electricity usage versu
us the floor area of 40 bbuildings.
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a) Daily
D
electrricity usage profiles beffore the data segmentattion

b) Daily electtricity usagee profiles affter the dataa segmentatiion
Fig. 5. An illustraation of the data
d segmen
ntation.

a)) Building #16
#

b)) Building #33
#
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c)) Building #24
#
Fig. 6. A demonstrration of thee results fro
om the GMM
M-based cluustering.

a) TDEU
U profiles an
nd outliers

b) Distributioon of the TD
DEU profiles
n of the intraa-building clustering
c
reesult of Buillding #16.
Fig. 7. Viisualisation
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a) TDEU
U profiles an
nd outliers

b) Distributioon of the TD
DEU profiles
Fig. 8. Viisualisation
n of the intraa-building clustering
c
reesult of Buillding #33.
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a) TDEU
U profiles an
nd outliers

b) Distributioon of the TD
DEU profiles
Fig. 9. Viisualisation
n of the intraa-building clustering
c
reesult of Buillding #24.
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Fig. 10. Distribution of the buildings with different functions into the defined four groups.

a) C-Index calculated for different numbers of the clusters

b) Dendrogram of the hierarchical clustering result
Fig. 11. The result of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering.
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a) Averaage of TDEU profiles iidentified th
hrough intraa-building cclustering

b) A
Average of original
o
DEU
U profiles ccorrespondin
ng to the inttra-buildingg typical pro
ofiles
Figg. 12. TDEU
U profiles id
dentified thrrough hierarrchical clustering for alll 40 buildin
ngs.
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Fig. 13. The distribution of TDEU profiles of 40 buildings.

Fig. 14. Clustering result of the PAM-based strategy.
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Fig. 15. Clustering result of the hierarchical clustering-based strategy.
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